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This web page lists statistics formulas used in the Stat Trek tutorials. Each formula links to a web page that explains how to use the formula.ParametersStatisticsUnless otherwise noted, these formulas assume simple random sampling.CorrelationSimple Linear RegressionCountingProbabilityRandom VariablesIn the following formulas, X and Y are
random variables, and a and b are constants.Sampling DistributionsStandard ErrorDiscrete Probability DistributionsLinear TransformationsFor the following formulas, assume that Y is a linear transformation of the random variable X, defined by the equation: Y = aX + b.EstimationHypothesis TestingDegrees of FreedomThe correct formula for
degrees of freedom (DF) depends on the situation (the nature of the test statistic, the number of samples, underlying assumptions, etc.).Sample SizeBelow, the first two formulas find the smallest sample sizes required to achieve a fixed margin of error, using simple random sampling. The third formula assigns sample to strata, based on a
proportionate design. The fourth formula, Neyman allocation, uses stratified sampling to minimize variance, given a fixed sample size. And the last formula, optimum allocation, uses stratified sampling to minimize variance, given a fixed budget.If you would like to cite this web page, you can use the following text:Berman H.B., "Statistics Formulas
Used on Stat Trek", [online] Available at: URL [Accessed Date: 7/27/2022].Oops! Something went wrong. {"appState":{"pageLoadApiCallsStatus":true},"articleState":{"article":{"headers":{"creationTime":"2016-03-26T07:39:16+00:00","modifiedTime":"2016-03-26T07:39:16+00:00","timestamp":"2022-06-22T19:17:58+00:00"},"data":
{"breadcrumbs":[{"name":"Academics & The Arts","_links":{"self":" },"slug":"academics-the-arts","categoryId":33662},{"name":"Math","_links":{"self":" },"slug":"math","categoryId":33720},{"name":"Statistics","_links":{"self":" },"slug":"statistics","categoryId":33728}],"title":"Top 10 Statistical Formulas","strippedTitle":"top 10 statistical
formulas","slug":"top-10-statistical-formulas","canonicalUrl":"","seo":{"metaDescription":"Formulas — you just can’t get away from them when you’re studying statistics. Here are ten statistical formulas you’ll use frequently and the steps for calculat","noIndex":0,"noFollow":0},"content":"Formulas — you just can’t get away from them when you’re
studying statistics. Here are ten statistical formulas you’ll use frequently and the steps for calculating them.ProportionSome variables are categorical and identify which category or group an individual belongs to. For example, “relationship status” is a categorical variable, and an individual could be single, dating, married, divorced, and so on.The
actual number of individuals in any given category is called the frequency for that category. A proportion, or relative frequency, represents the percentage of individuals that falls into each category. The proportion of a given category, denoted by p, is the frequency divided by the total sample size.So to calculate the proportion, you Count up all the
individuals in the sample who fall into the specified category. Divide by n, the number of individuals in the sample. MeanThe mean, or the average of a data set, is one way to measure the center of a numerical data set. The notation for the mean isThe formula for the mean is where x represents each of the values in the data set.To calculate the mean,
you Add up all the numbers in the data set. Divide by n, the number of values in the data set. MedianThe median of a numerical data set is another way to measure the center. The median is the middle value after you order the data from smallest to largest.To calculate the median, go through the following steps: Order the numbers from smallest to
largest. For an odd amount of numbers, choose the one that falls exactly in the middle. You’ve pinpointed the median. For an even amount of numbers, take the two numbers exactly in the middle and average them to find the median. Sample standard deviationThe standard deviation of a sample is a measure of the amount of variability in the sample.
You can think of it, in general terms, as the average distance from the mean. The formula for the standard deviation is To calculate the standard deviation, you Find the average of all the numbers, Take each number and subtract the average from it. Square each of the resulting values. Add them all up. Divide by n – 1. Take the square root.
PercentilePercentiles are a way to determine an individual value relative to all the other values in a data set. When taking a standardized test, you get an individual raw score and a percentile. If you come in at the 90th percentile, for example, 90 percent of the test scores of all students are the same as or below yours (and 10 percent are above yours).
In general, being at the kth percentile means k percent of the data lie at or below that point and (100 – k) percent lie above it.To calculate a percentile, you Convert the original value to a standard score by using the z-formula, where x is the original value,is the population mean of all values, andis the population standard deviation of all values. Use
the Z-table to find the corresponding percentile for the standard score. Margin of error for the sample meanThe margin of error for your sample mean,is the amount you expect the sample mean to vary from sample to sample. The formula for the margin of error fordealing with samples of size 30 or more, iswhere z* is the standard normal value for
the confidence level you want.To calculate the margin of error foryou Determine the confidence level and find the appropriate z*. Find the standard deviationand the sample size, n. Multiply z* bydivided by the square root of n. Sample size neededIf you want to calculate a confidence interval for the population mean with a certain margin of error, you
can figure out the sample size you need before you collect any data. The formula for the sample size foriswhere z* is the standard normal value for the confidence level, MOE is your desired margin of error, andis the standard deviation. Becauseis an unknown value that you need, you may have to do a pilot study (small experimental study) to come up
with a guess for the value of the standard deviation.To calculate the sample size forrun through the following steps: Multiply z* times s. Divide by the desired margin of error, MOE. Square it. Round any fractional amount up to the nearest integer (so you achieve your desired MOE or better). Test statistic for the meanWhen conducting a hypothesis
test for the population mean, you take the sample mean and find out how far it is from the claimed value in terms of a standard score. The standard score is called the test statistic. The formula for the test statistic for the mean is whereis the claimed value for the population mean (the value that sits in the null hypothesis).To calculate the test statistic
for the sample mean for samples of size 30 or more, you Calculate the sample mean, and the sample standard deviation, s. Take Calculate the standard error, Divide your result from Step 2 by the standard error found in Step 3. CorrelationSample correlation is a measure of the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two quantitative
variables X and Y. It doesn’t measure any other type of relationship, and it doesn’t apply to categorical variables. The formula for correlation is To calculate the correlation, you Find the mean of all the x values and call it Find the mean of all the y values and call it Find the standard deviation of all the x values and call it sx. Find the standard deviation
of all the y values and call it sy. For each (x, y) pair in the data set, take x minus and y minusand multiply them together. Add all these products together to get a sum. Divide the sum by sx x sy. Divide the result by n – 1 where n is the number of (x, y) pairs. (This is the same as multiplying by one over n – 1.) Regression lineAfter examining a scatterplot
between two numerical variables and calculating the sample correlation between the two variables, you might observe a linear relationship between them. In that case, it would be appropriate to estimate a regression line for estimating the value of the response variable (Y) given a value for the explanatory variable (X).Before calculating the
regression line, you need five summary statistics: The mean of the x values The mean of the y values The standard deviation of the x values (denoted sx) The standard deviation of the y values (denoted sy) The correlation between X and Y (denoted r) So, to calculate the best-fit regression line, you Find the slope using the formula Find the y-intercept
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